
 

 
 

 

A Sterts Family Pantomime   

Audition Materials- Dick Whittington  

 
Audition Text  
  Ensemble enters. We see a busy market scene Dick and cat enter carrying bags. Alice is amongst 
the crowd.    
     
Dick  Well Tom, back in London. It not all it’s cracked up to be is it? Tom shakes his head  

I was so sure this would be where we’d find our fame and fortune. But so far, we 
have had no luck! Oh well, I suppose I’m going to have to find a job and somewhere 
to stay. You know Tom they say the streets are paved with gold! But I don’t see 
them paved in gold beat  they’re paved with sh… She is beautiful!  He notices Alice, 
they share eye contact, obvious attraction.   

  
Enter Alice   
  
Dick  To Alice Hello  
  
Alice jumps 
  
Dick  Oh, I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to startle you  
  
Alice It’s you, the boy from earlier. I’m sorry I didn’t mean to be rude, it’s just that a girl 

must be careful. Especially when you look like I do. You’re Dick?   
  
Dick  Pardon? Suspiciously looking … Oh you mean me!   
  
Alice  Can I help you?  
  
Dick Well, I’ve walked all the way from Gloucester to London to find my fortune. I haven't 

been able to find anything. I've decided I’m going to have to get a job instead. 
Would you know where I might get one?   

  
Alice Well, my father is Alderman Fitzwarren, he owns this shop but I don’t know if there 

are any jobs going.   
  
Dick  Well I’m prepared to work hard.   
  
Alice  I will have to ask him Calling Father  
  
Dick  I don’t suppose you have anything we could eat do you? Me and my cat are very 

hungry.  
    
Alice  You poor thing you must be starving?  Tom nodding just a minute, I’ll see 

what we’ve got in the kitchen. She exits   
  

Dick Whittington: 
Male or Female 16+ 
The hero of our tale. Smart, streetwise and likeable. Can either be played by a male 
actor or by a female as the traditional pantomime principal boy. Must be able to 
sing.  
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Dick   I say Tom, she’s very beautiful isn’t she? I’d certainly like to get to know her 
better. Tom nods  

Audition Text 2   
 
They exit. Dick and Tom enter. 
 
Dick  Tired Come on Tom, today has made me very tired. But it has been a great first day 

in London. Tom nods We have got a job, you have saved the shop from rats and I 
have met a beautiful girl. Tom nods and then gestures being hungry What’s that 
Tom lad? Tom pointing his stomach. You’re hungry, are you? Tom nods and points 
to the milk.  Milk. Good idea I am thirsty too. I shall poor myself a glass and put 
some in your bowl. Dick Pours the milk into a glass and Tom’s bowl and holds them 
both in his hands. What's that boys and girls...? Something is wrong with the 
milk? Don’t worry, I’ve left a bit for the others and I’m sure they won’t mind us 
having some. He sets Tom’s bowl down, They both drink. Oh Tom, I suddenly feel 
very ... very... slee... they drop to the floor. 

  
 

Audition Song 1 
What makes you beautiful 

(One Direction) 

 

You're insecure 

Don't know what for 

You're turning heads when you walk through the door 

Don't need make-up to cover up 

Being the way that you are is enough 

Everyone else in the room can see it 

Everyone else but you 

Baby, you light up my world like nobody else 

The way that you flip your hair gets me overwhelmed 

But when you smile at the ground it ain't hard to tell 

You don't know, oh oh 

You don't know you're beautiful 

If only you saw what I can see 

You'll understand why I want you so desperately 

Right now I'm looking at you and I can't believe 

You don't know, oh oh 

You don't know you're beautiful, oh oh 

That's what makes you beautiful
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Audition Song 2 

I see the Light  
(Tangled) 

 

All those days watching from the windows 

All those years outside looking in 

All that time never even knowing 

Just how blind I've been 

Now I'm here blinking in the starlight 

Now I'm here suddenly I see 

Standing here it's all so clear 

I'm where I'm meant to be 

And at last I see the light 

And it's like the fog has lifted 

And at last I see the light 

And it's like the sky is new 

And it's warm and real and bright 

And the world has somehow shifted 

All at once everything looks different 

Now that I see you 
 


